Background/Introduction Simultaneous localization and tracking (SLAT) has become a very hot topic in both academia and industry for its potential wide applications in robotic equipment, sensor networks and smart devices. In order to exploit the advantages supported by state filtering and parameter estimation, researchers have proposed adaptive structures for solving SLAT problems. Existing solutions for SLAT problems that rely on belief propagation often have limited accuracy or high complexity. To adapt the brain decision mechanism for solving SLAT problems, we introduce a specific framework that is suitable for wireless sensor networks. Methods Motivated by the high efficiency and performance of brain decision making built upon partial information and information updating, we propose a cognitively distributed SLAT algorithm based on an adaptive distributed filter, which is composed of two stages for target tracking and sensor localization. The first stage is consensus filtering that updates the target state with respect to each sensor. The second stage employs a recursive parameter estimation that exploits an on-line optimization method for refining the sensor localization. As an integrated framework, each consensus filter is specific to a separate sensor subsystem and gets feedback information from its parameter estimation.
Introduction
As an emerging branch from the well-investigated simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), simultaneous localization and tracking (SLAT) has gained great research interest recently [1] . An SLAT problem is typically formulated by a state-augment architecture, where the positions of sensors and targets are treated as one unknown state. In [2] , a SLAT framework is built on Bayesian inference and assumes the sensor positions are unknown and obtained by moment matching. Similarly, cubature Kalman filters have been developed for non-line-of-sight environments [3] , and construct augmented state vectors by concatenating the state of a target and the location of a sensor. Besides these centralized methods, a distributed variational filter for SLAT has been proposed to take the messages with both belief propagation and bandwidth consumption into consideration [4] . Similarly, reference [5] formulates a dynamical system that encodes both the target moving manners and coarse sensor locations in an augment state and then conducts distributed augmented filtering based on augmented extended Kalman filters to estimate the augment state; finally, it further refines the target estimate according to Information-weighted consensus filtering which fuses the target information obtained from neighboring sensors. Based on the framework mentioned in reference [5] , a two-level augment extended Kalman filter is exploited with consensus information fusion for estimating the states of SLAT system, which is developed to adapt to limited ranging condition further more [6] .
In order to exploit the advantages of state filtering and parameter estimation algorithms in solving the SLAT problems, researchers have proposed a few new adaptive structures. One early attempt is the decentralized data fusion method with all-to-all sensor communications [7] , and authors proposed a decentralized version of recursive maximum likelihood assessment for hidden Markov model and introduced a belief propagation and message passing algorithm that localizes sensors simultaneously with target tracking. Another pioneer work is from [8] , which proposed a likelihood consensus scheme with inter-sensor measurements composed of nonparametric belief propagation. Several problems exist in these methods. First, they rely on specific communication network topology and are not generally applicable to arbitrarily connected networks. Second, the belief propagation in a Bayesian filtering framework has expensive computation cost [9] . Third, they heavily rely on distance measurements, which are not always guaranteed in practice due to the limited sensing range of individual sensors [10] .
Algorithms Derived Based on Brain Mechanisms Facing the high complexity of exchanging and processing a large amount of messages among all the sensors within a SLAT network, coupled with noises and missing measurements that deteriorate the performance of localization and tracking, this paper proposes a new selfawareness census filter that is motivated by the decisionmaking mechanism of our brain, which often makes the best decisions possible with limited information given potentially thousands of times daily [11] .
Brains make decisions by collecting information from sensory evidence, including sights, sounds, and reach a decision based on the consensus of the brain cells that act as the ''jury.'' Such a process has been well described by [12] where the decision-making process is organized like a court trial. The sensory circuits in the brain are responsible for collecting information as ''evidence,'' while other brain cells compile and weigh each piece of evidence, acting as the brain's ''jury.'' When the accumulated evidence reaches a threshold, a decision is done and would be further refined with new information collected from cells [13] .
Inspired by the high efficiency and performance of brain decision-making built upon partial information and information updating, we propose a cognitively distributed SLAT algorithm. Significant similarities between the two systems can be found. The sensors within a network are the ''cells'' that carry information including position, velocities, and the information exchange mechanism is like the evidence collecting process of brain cells. If information exchanged among the network passes a critical threshold, a decision of the target state will be made by the maximum likelihood estimator. Similarly, the decision can be updated with the feed of new information.
In order to adapt the brain decision mechanism for solving SLAT problems, we have to propose a specific framework that is suitable for wireless sensor networks. Specifically, we create a target dynamic model and measurement model for characterizing target states and sensor information specifically, and apply a distributed adaptive consensus filter to implement the information delivery procedure. We further develop a recursive maximum likelihood estimation algorithm for making and updating decisions. Considering the specific problem of localization and tracking, we adapt the proposed process into a consensus filter for its excellent capability in providing sensor self-awareness. Simulation results confirm the performance of the cognitive approach inspired by the brain decision-making mechanism.
Even though the framework presented in this paper inherits some desirable properties from the information weighted filter [14] and likelihood estimation [15] , it advances the state of the art in the following aspects: It is a fully distributed adaptive filter for all sensors within a network and features a maximum likelihood parameter estimation algorithm. Specifically, in [14] , the proposed consensus filters based on distributed camera networks for tracking moving targets do not address the SLAT problems because they are not capable of estimating the locations of sensors in the networks. On the other hand, the algorithm for estimating the states of one sensor [15] is not directly applicable to all sensors within a network. Additionally, comparing with the belief propagation message passing scheme [7] , our framework has the advantages of lower computation cost and complexity because it removes some unnecessary communication overheads and a substantial saving in computation is gained. Furthermore, it can achieve better performance for localization. Simulation results confirm the advantages of this framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem under study; Sect. 3 proposes the distributed information consensus filter with recursive maximum likelihood; Sect. 4 examines the proposed framework by simulation; and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.
Problem Statement
Consider a sensor network ðm; Þ where m denotes the set of all N sensors and denotes the set of all edges. Assuming that for any pair of sensors, there is at least one path. We also assume that the communications between each pair of neighboring sensors are bidirectional. Every sensor maintains a local coordinate system and regards itself as the origin of its coordinate system using the model given by [16] , which is introduced below in detail.
Target Dynamic Model
We denote the state vector of a target as x t ¼ ½p x;t ; p y;t ; v x;t ; v y;t T , where the subscript t indicates the time step. Specifically, for a moving target on a 2-D plane, ðp x;t ; p y;t Þ denote the target position. ðv x;t ; v y;t Þ denote the target velocities along x-axis and y-axis, respectively. We use a linear Gaussian model for formulating the target state transition with respect to sensor i:
where q i tÀ1 is zero-mean Gaussian additive noise with variance Q i tÀ1 , A i t is the state transition matrix. The noise of sensors is normally modeled as Gaussian distributions, while the transition of state does not involve a nonlinear relation; therefore, we adopt a linear Gaussian model, which is proved to work well under linear conditions in this paper.
Sensor Localization Parameter
Define h i;j Ã to be the real position of sensor i in the local coordinate system of sensor j, which means that the state x i t relating to the local coordinate system of sensor j can be expressed as follows,
The sensor localization parameters h i;j Ã remain unchanged since the sensors are not mobile. We note the following straightforward but important relationship: If sensors i and j are connected through some intermediate sensors 
Measurement Model
The measurement z i t made by sensor i is also defined with respect to the local coordinate system of sensor i. For a linear Gaussian observation model, a measurement is generated as follows: 
Distributed Information Consensus Filter with Recursive Maximum Likelihood
In this section, we present an adaptive distributed filter composed of two stages for target tracking and sensor localization. The first stage is consensus filtering that updates the target state with respect to each sensor. The second stage employs a recursive parameter estimation that exploits an online optimization method for refining the sensor localization. As an integrated framework, each consensus filter is specific to a separate sensor subsystem and gets feedback information from its parameter estimation. Such approach is learned from the information exchange mechanism among brain cells for decisionmaking, and the details can be found in [17, 18] . We illustrate the diagram of the mechanism in the context of consensus filter in Fig. 1 .
Information-Weighted Consensus Filter
In order to estimate the state of both sensor and target in a fully decentralized manner, an information-weighted consensus filter is proposed. This procedure is referred to as consensus filtering and forms the first stage of our framework.
As shown in Fig. 1 , a feedback scheme is highlighted in the proposed two-stage framework. The first stage, i.e., consensus filtering, receives feedbacks from the parameter estimated at the second stage. Therefore, we assume that the sensor localization parameter estimation h t ¼ fh i;j t g ði;jÞ2e has been updated with recursive maximum likelihood at time step t, where h i;j t is known to sensor i only. In practice, every sensor derives an individual state for the target, which is different from the centralized style. All states for the target should reach a consensus subject to certain optimization rules, similar to the exchange of information among brain cells. We assume that for any sensor i, it can broadcast and receive the target state estimation x t according to its local coordinate system and the sensor localization parameter fh i;j t g j2neðiÞ , where ne(i) denotes the neighbors of sensor i. The sensors are thus self-aware through broadcasting and receiving messages among neighbors.
The collection of all measurements from all sensors can be expressed as
where x i t denotes the localization of sensor i in the estimation system at step t in time and is further expressed in the form of matrices as
where f t ¼ ½ðz
and f t includes all
measurements from all sensors within the whole network. . We assume the measurement noise to be uncorrelated across sensors. Thus, the measurement covariance matrix is S ¼ diagfS . The objective of the network is to use distributed computations across the network such that the posterior state estimate at each sensor converges to the centralized estimate. However, due to resource constraints, this convergence may not be fully achieved at a given time. Therefore, if consensus is performed directly on the priors, the estimate of sensor i can be modeled as follows
Denote the collection of all the state priors from all sensors as
and then the relationship between the state, the priors and the prior errors can be summarized as
where v tjtÀ1 ¼ ½ðx 
Proof Combining the measurements according to (7) with consensus on the priors (10) yields the augmented state expressed as below
The noise term follows Gaussian distribution because it is accumulated through one or more consensus iterations, which are linear operations performed on Gaussian random variables.
Let us denote the augmented state covariance matrix P where its information matrix F ¼ P À1 can be expressed as by matrix blocks as follows 
and we have
In order to simplify the expression, we introduce the following two symbols U 
applying the expressions above into (14) and (15), we get
This is the centralized solution that can be computed naturally in a distributed manner based on consensus [14] . When the prior errors are uncorrelated between two sensors, by using F i tjtÀ1 ¼ J i tjtÀ1 and average consensus, we can compute the centralized MAP estimate and obtain (11) and (12) . h 
Summary of the Consensus Filter

Compute consensus
The parameter e should be chosen between 0 and inversion of the maximum degree of the network graph, and N 0 denotes the number of total neighbors of sensor i. 
Recursive Maximum Likelihood Estimation for Sensor Self-awareness
Our aim is to solve SLAT recursively for sensor i using its sequence of observations. By using the analytic expression of predictive distribution, it is only necessary to propagate the mean and covariance of these densities. Recursive maximum likelihood estimation identifies the static parameter h i;j Ã by using a stochastic gradient algorithm. At time t, the estimated parameter h i;j t is given by
In order to get the gradient, at first we consider the network with N sensors. At each sensor i, the target being tracked obeys the dynamics specified by (2) and yields an observation given by (4) . Thanks to the linearity and Gaussian assumptions, at time t, we have whose parameters can be computed using a distributed consensus Kalman filter mentioned above. For (31), parameters associated with the normal probability can be obtained from (26) to (27), and for (32), parameters can be obtained from (28) to (29). Based on the ideal assumption mentioned above, we develop an recursive implementation of the RML estimation method [7] for computing all the coordinate transformations as follows
where Z t denotes all the measurements of the whole network at time t, and we also introduce Z 1:t to represent sequence ðZ 1 ; Á Á Á ; Z t Þ. Calculating the differentiation of this expression with regard to h i;j yields r log p h Z t jZ 1:tÀ1BPF-RML. We simulate a wireless sensor network comprising a moving target and N ¼ 11 sensors, which are uniformly deployed in a two-dimensional region. Its topology follows a tree graph shown in Fig. 2 and remains unchanged in the experiments. To validate our approach, a simulation framework that uses real-world tracking conditions has been established. The ground truth of the target during 30,000 iterations is shown in Fig. 3 . In this simulation, we consider a grid with the topology mentioned in Fig. 2 , where a random moving target has a state vector with four elements, consisting of two position entries and two velocity entries. The initial positions are uniformly generated, and the starting velocities are uniformly scheduled to be 0.2-5 with a random direction. The target is propagated using the dynamics described in (1) . We use T s to denote the sampling period, which is set randomly at each step. The other parameters for the dynamical model are set as follows:
A ¼ The target is also programmed to randomly change directions, and the trajectory is generated by 30000 iterations. The first experiment evaluates the performance of the proposed method in terms of localization accuracy. We algorithms, respectively. The parameter that varies in the experiment is the iteration index k. It is easy to see that both of them require comparable amount of time to converge, with the converging rate depending on the network and simulation parameters. The tracking task is performed on an object that traverses the field of view of the sensors. Information is shared between sensors in a way that allows self-localization. In such conditions, the algorithms would need longer time to achieve more accurate results.
In both Figs. 6 and 7, we plot the errors h Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The results demonstrate that the proposed ICF-RML performs better than the BPF-RML. This is expected since the distributed estimation with sufficient communication mechanism often achieves higher accuracy than that of less sufficient cases. Furthermore, the performance of the ICF-RML is comparable with that of the BPF-RML even if the latter assumes known prior network topology.
Finally, we compute the error statistics and compare the performance of ICF-RML and BPF-RML. Figure 8 shows the errors relative to ground truth for these two methods. The simulation was run for 30,000 times with randomly generated trajectory based on Fig. 3 . We observe from Fig. 8 that ICF-RML achieves remarkable improvement in the precision of target tracking and more stable convergence than BPF-RML, in the scenario that all sensors are used to calculate the impacts from data association errors.
To assess the computational cost, we obtain the average CPU time of 100 Monte Carlo runs in MATLAB R2013a using a 2.40-GHz Dualcore PentiumCPU-based computer. The proposed ICF-RML consumed approximately 102.6 s per sample run over 30,000 time steps, whereas BPF-RML (a) (b) Fig. 7 Error at each iteration in BPF-RML case consumed 120.8 s. This is reasonable since the ICF method is not guaranteed to traverse the entire network without redundant information; therefore, the proposed tracking algorithm requires less computation than BPF-RML.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a fully decentralized sensor selfaware algorithm based on adaptive filtering to estimate target states of sensor networks expressed by dynamic models. We formulate the simultaneous localization and tracking problem using the algorithm and propose an effective solution. For small-size sensor networks with Gaussian distributions, our algorithm can be implemented through a distributed version of weighted information filter and a consensus protocol. Comparing with existing methods, our solution achieves higher accuracy in estimation but has less complexity. 
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